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Abstract�A general family of tracking algorithms for lin�
ear regression models is studied� It includes the familiar
LMS �gradient approach�� RLS �recursive least squares� and
KF �Kalman �lter� based estimators� The exact expressions
for the quality of the obtained estimates are complicated�
Approximate� and easy�to�use� expressions for the covari�
ance matrix of the parameter tracking error are developed�
These are applicable over whole time interval� including the
transient and the approximation error can be explicitly cal�
culated�

I� Introduction

Tracking is the key factor in adaptive algorithms of all
kinds� We shall in this contribution study the special case
where the underlying model is a linear regression� i�e�� the
observations are related by

yk � ��k�k � vk � k � �� ��	

Here yk is an observation made at time k� and �k is a d

dimensional vector� that is known at time k� vk represents
a disturbance and the parameter vector �k describes how
the components of �k relate to the observation yk� It is
the objective to estimate the vector �k from measurements
fyt� �t� t � kg�

Many technical problem formulations �t the structure
��	 by choosing �k and yk appropriately� See� among many
references� for example� ��� and �����

In order to come up with good algorithms for estimating
�k� it is natural to introduce some assumptions about the
time
variation of this parameter vector� In general we may
write

�k � �k�� � �wk ��	

where � is a scaling constant and wk is an as yet unde�ned
variable�

The tracking algorithms will provide us with an estimate

��k � ��k�yk� �k� �k	 ��	

where superscript denotes the whole time history� yk �
fy�� y�� ���ykg� etc�
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A prime question concerns of course the quality of such
an estimate� We shall evaluate the quality in terms of the
covariance matrix of the tracking errore�k � �k � ��k ��	

This covariance matrix will be denoted by

��
k � E�e�ke��k � �	

where expectation will be taken over all relevant stochastic
variables� A precise de�nition will be given later�

An exact expression for ��
k will be very complicated �

except in some trivial cases � and it will not be possible
to derive it explicitly in closed form� However� the prac

tical importance of having good tracking algorithms and
estimates of their quality still makes it vital to be able to
work with ��

k�
For that reason� there is a quite substantial literature on

the problem of how to approximate ��
k with expressions �k

that are simple to to work with� This literature is � partly
� surveyed in ���� ���� ����� and �����

The current paper has the ambition to give a general re

sult that subsumes and extends most of the earlier results�

Example ��� A Preview Example�
Consider the model ��	���	 under the assumptions that
a�� �k and �k are scalars�
b�� f�kg� fvkg and fwkg are independent sequences of

independent random variables with zero mean values and
variances R�� Rv and Qw� respectively�
c�� The fourth moment of �k is R��

Assume also that the estimate ��k is computed by the sim�
ple LMS algorithm

��k�� � ��k � ��k�yk � �k��k	� ��	

This case is one � essentially the only one � where a
simple exact expression for ��

k can be calculated� Straight

forward calculations givee�k�� � ��� ���k	e�k � ��kvk � �wk�� � ��	

Squaring and taking expectations gives

��
k�� � ��� ��R� � ��R�	��

k � ��R�Rv � ��Qw � ��	



This is a linear time
invariant di�erence equation for ��
k�

and can be explicitly solved� In particular� if

j�� ��R� � ��R�j � � �

the solution of ��	 will converge to �� with

�� �
�

�� �R�	��R�	
� � � �

�

�R�
��R�Rv �

��

�
Qw�

��	
Simple manipulations then give

j�� ��j � 
��	� � 
��	 � �
R�	��R�	

�� �R�	��R�	
�� �

Thus� �� can be well approximated by � for small �� since

��	 � � as �� �� �

Now� this example was particularly easy� primarily be

cause of the assumed independence among f�k� vk� wkg
which makes �k and e�k independent�

In more general cases we have to deal with dependence
among f�kg� and that is actually at the root of the prob

lem� Generally speaking� if f�kg are weakly dependent� so

should ��k and �k be� provided that
��k in ��� depends to a small extent on the 	latest
 �k�

i�e� if the adaptation rate �� in the example� is small and
the error equation ���� in the example� is stable�

The extra term caused by the dependence in the equa

tion corresponding to ��	 in the example should then have
negligible in�uence� Indeed� it is the purpose of this contri

bution to establish this for a fairly general family of track

ing algorithms� Despite the simple idea� it turns out to be
surprisingly technically di�cult to prove� This paper could
be said to make the end of a series of results on performance
analysis� starting with Theorem � in ���� and then followed
by ��������� and ����� There are many related� relevant re

sults using other approaches� We may point to ����� ���� ���
���� ���� ����� ��� ����� and to the references in these books
and papers�

The bottom line of the analysis is a result of the character

kE�e�ke��k ���kk � 
��	k�kk� ���	

where 
��	 � � as � � �� and � is a measure of the
adaptation rate in the algorithm� �k obeys a simple linear�
deterministic� di�erence equation �like ��	 without the term
��R�	�

The point with a result of the character ���	 is� clearly�
that we can arbitrarily well approximate the actual track

ing error covariance matrix with a simple expression that
can be easily evaluated and analyzed� The essence of this
paper does not lie in the expression for �k itself � it is not
di�cult to conjecture that such an approximation should
be reasonable� Our contribution is rather to establish the
connection in the explicit fashion ���	 for a wide family
of the most common tracking algorithms� One important
step in achieving such results is to �rst establish that the
underlying algorithm is exponentially stable� This is a ma

jor problem in itself� and a companion paper ��� is devoted
to this step� for the same family of algorithms�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � the track

ing algorithms are brie�y described� Section � gives the
main result� That ���	 holds under the same general condi

tions for all algorithms in the family� There we also brie�y
discuss the practical consequences of the result� In the fol

lowing section� a more general theorem is presented� which
is the basis for the analysis� This theorem is more general�
and uses weaker but less explicit conditions� The proof of
the main result is then given in Section � by showing that
the general theorem can be applied to our family of algo

rithms� Notice that this analysis is of independent interest
in that for each individual algorithm� the conditions can be
somewhat weakened in di�erent ways�

II� The Family of Tracking Algorithms

We shall consider the general adaptation algorithm

��k�� � ��k � �Lk�yk � ��k
��k	� � � ��� �	� ���	

where the gain Lk is chosen in some di�erent ways�

Case �� Least Mean Squares �LMS��

Lk � �k ���	

This is a standard algorithm� ���������� and has been used
in numerous adaptive signal processing applications�

Case � � Recursive Least Squares�RLS��

Lk � Pk�k ���	

Pk �
�

�� �

�
Pk�� � �

Pk���k�
�
kPk��

�� �� ���kPk���k

�
���	

P� � �� ��	

This gives an estimate ��k that minimizes

kX
t��

��� �	k�t�yt � ��t �	
�

where ��� �	 is the �forgetting factor��

Case �� Kalman Filter �KF� Based Algorithm�

Lk �
Pk���k

R � ���kPk���k
���	

Pk � Pk�� � �Pk���k�
�
kPk��

R � ���kPk���k
� �Q� ���	

�R � �� Q � �	 ���	

Here R is a positive number and Q is a positive de�nite
matrix� The choice of Lk corresponds to a Kalman �lter
state estimation for ��	
��	� and is optimal in the a poste�
riori mean square sense if vk and wk are Gaussian white
noises with covariance matrices R and Q� respectively� and
if � is chosen as � in ��	�

If f�k� yk� �kg obey ��	 
 ��	 and ��k is found using ���	

we can write the estimation error e�k ase�k�� � �I��Fk	e�k��Lkvk��wk��� Fk � Lk�
�
k ���	



This is a purely algebraic consequence of ��	 
 ��	 and ���	�
and holds for whatever sequences vk and wk �

If we introduce stochastic assumptions about fvkg and
fwkg� we can use ���	 to express the covariance matrix

E�e�k��e��k���� That will however be quite complex� primar


ily due to the dependence between fLk� �k� e�kg� The basic
approximating expression will instead be based on the fol

lowing expression

�k�� � �I��Gk	�k�I��Gk	� ���Rv�k	Mk���Qw�k��	
���	

where Gk � EFk � Mk � ELkL
�
k� Rv�k	 � Ev�k and

Qw�k	 � Ewkw
�
k � As follows from Example ���� this would

be the correct expression for the covariance matrix of e�k���
if vk and wk were white noises and Lk�

�
k was independent

of e�k� and if a term of size ���k was neglected�

Indeed� we shall prove that ���	 provides a good approx

imation of the true covariance matrix in the sense that ���	
holds� Note that �k obeys a simple linear di�erence equa

tion� and can easily be calculated and examined�

III� The Main Result

A� The Assumptions

We shall now consider the algorithm ���	 with either of
the three choices of the gain Lk� discussed in the previous
section� For the analysis we shall impose some conditions
on the involved variables� These are of the following char

acter�

C�� The regressors f�kg span the regressor space �in or�
der to ensure that the whole parameter vector � can be
estimated��

C� The dependence between the regressors �k and
��i� vi��� wi	 decays to zero as the time distance �k�i	
tends to in�nity�

C�� The measured error vk and the parameter drift wk

are of white noise character�

In more exact terms� the three assumptions take the fol

lowing form�

P�� Let St � E��t�
�
t �� assume that there exist constants

h � � and � � � such that

k�hX
t�k��

St � �I � �k 

P�� Let Gk � 
f�kg � Fk � 
f�i� vi��� wi � i � kg� As

sume that f�kg is weakly dependent �
mixing	 in the
sense that there is a function �m	 with �m	 � �� as
m��� such that

sup
A�Gk�m� B�Fk

jP �AjB	� P �A	j � �m	 �k � �m� ���	

Also� assume that there is a constant c� � � such that
k�kk � c� a�s�� �k �

P�� Let Fk be the 

algebra de�ned in P�� assume that

E�vkjFk� � �� E�wk��jFk� � E�wk��vkjFk� � �

E�v�kjFk� � Rv�k	 � E�wkw
�
k � � Qw�k	

sup
k
fE�jvkjrjFk� � Ekwkkrg �M�

for some r � � � M � ��

B� The Result

Now� let �k be de�ned by the following linear� determin

istic di�erence equation�

�k�� � �I � �RkSk	�k�I � �RkSk	�

���Rv�k	RkSkRk � ��Qw�k � �	 ���	

where Sk � E��k�
�
k �� and Rk is de�ned as follows�

LMS	case
Rk � I ���	

RLS	case

Rk � Rk�� � �Rk��SkRk�� � �Rk��� �R� � P�	 ���	

KF	case

Rk � Rk����Rk��SkRk����Q	R� �R� � P�	R	 ��	

We then have the following main result�

Theorem ��� Consider any of the three basic algo

rithms in Section �� Assume that P�� P� and P� hold� Let
�k be de�ned as above� Then �� � ��� ��	� �k � �

kE�e�ke��k ���kk � c
��	�� �
��

�
� ��� ��	k � ���	

where 
��	 � � �as �� �	� which is de�ned by


��	
�
� min

m � �
fp�m � �m	g� ���	

and �m	 was de�ned in P�� and � � ��� �	� �� � ��� �	� c �
� are constants which may be computed using properties
of f�k� vk� wkg�

The proof is given in Section � Let us now discuss the
conditions used in the above theorem�

C� The Degree of Approximation

First of all� it is clear that the quantity 
��	 plays an
important role� The faster it tends to zero� the better ap

proximation is obtained� The rate by which it tends to zero
is according to ���	 a re�ection of how fast �m	 �that is�
the dependence among the regressors	 tends to zero as m
increases� For example� if the regressors are m
dependent�
so that �k and �� are independent for jk � �j � m�
then �n	 � � for n � m and 
��	 will behave likep
�� Also� if the dependence is exponentially decaying

��m	 � Ce��m	� then we can �nd that


��	 � C������

for arbitrarily small� positive �� This gives a good picture
of typical decay rates of 
�



D� Persistence of Excitation� Condition P�

Condition P� is quite natural and weak� just requiring
the regressor covariance matrix to add up to full rank over
a given time span of arbitrary length� It has been known
to be a necessary condition �in a certain sense	 for bound


edness of Eke�kk� generated by LMS �cf� ���	� it is also
known to be the minimum excitation condition needed for
the stability analysis of RLS �cf� ����	�

E� Boundedness and �mixing of the regressors� Condition
P

Condition P� requires boundedness and 
mixing of the
regressors� Although such conditions are standard ones in
the literature �e�g� ����	� they can still be considered as re

strictive� As seen in several of the results in Section � both

mixing and boundedness can be weakened considerably
when we deal with speci�c algorithms�

It may also be remarked that when f�kg is unbounded�
we can modify the algorithm and make Theorem ��� hold
true� Introduce the normalized signal

�yk� �k� vk	 �
�p

� � k�kk�
�yk� �k � vk	

Then we have from ��	

yk � ��k�k � vk�

Thus� f�kg may be estimated based on this normalized
linear regression� In this case� Theorem ��� can be applied
to this case if only Sk and Rv�k	 in ���	���	 are replaced

by E�
�k�

�
k

� � k�kk� � and E� �
� � k�kk� �Rv�k	� respectively�

F� The Parameter Drift Model� Condition P�

There are two things to mention around the Conditions
P�� First� we note that the martingale di�erence property
of wk essentially means that the true parameters� accord

ing to the model ��	 are assumed to be a random walk�
Although this model is quite standard� it has also been
criticized as being too restrictive� We believe that a ran

dom walk model� in the context of slow adaptation �small
�	� captures the tracking behavior of the algorithm very
well� This is� in a sense� a worst case analysis� since the
future behavior of the model is unpredictable�

We may also note that time
varying covariances Qw�k	
and Rv�k	 are allowed� Several of the special model drift
cases described in ���� are therefore covered by P�� Other
drift models� where the driving noise is colored� can be put
into a similar Kalman �lter framework� However� to cover
also that case with our techniques requires more work�

Condition P� also introduces assumptions about higher
moments than �� We remark that if we only assume that
fvkg and fwkg are bounded in e�g� mean square sense� then
upper bounds for the mean square tracking errors can be
established �cf� ��� and ���	� The strengthened assumption
in P� allows us to obtain performance values much more
accurate than upper bounds�

G� The Practical Use of the Theorem

The practical consequences of Theorem ��� is that a very
simple algorithm� the linear� deterministic di�erence equa

tion ���	 will describe the tracking behavior� Now� this
equation is quite easy to analyze� In fact� there is an ex

tensive literature on such analysis� in particular for the
special case of LMS� Among many references� we may refer
to ���� for a survey of such results� In essence� all these
results capture the dilemma between tracking error �� is
large because � is small	 and the noise sensitivity �� is large
because � is large	 and may point to the best compromises
between these requirements�

For example� under weak stationarity of the regressors

Sk 	 S

we �nd that Rk will converge to !R as k ��� where !R � I
in the LMS
case� !R � S�� in the RLS case and for the KF
case we have to solve

!RS !R � Q	R

for !R� Inserted into ���	 this gives the following stationary
values � for the tracking error covariance matrix �neglect

ing the term ���	�

LMS S� � �S � �RvS �
��

�
Qw

RLS � �
�

�
��RvS

�� �
��

�
Qw�

KF !RS� � �� !RS	� � �RvQ	R �
��

�
Qw

Note� that if we have Q � Qw and R � Rv� then the latter
equation can be solved as

� �
R

�
���

��

�
	 !R

From these expressions the trade
o�s between tracking
ability and noise sensitivity are clearly visible�

IV� A General Theorem

In this section� we shall present a general theorem on
performance of tracking algorithm ���	 when the gain Lk is
not speci�ed� from which our main result Theorem ��� will
follow� The general theorem has weaker� but less explicit
assumptions� From now on the treatment and discussion
will be more technical� However� the main line of thought
in the proofs follows the outline given after Example ��� in
the Introduction�

A� Notations

The following notations will be used in the remainder of
the paper� These notations are the same as in the compan

ion paper ����



a�� The minimum and maximum eigenvalues of a matrix
X are denoted by �min�X	 and �max�X	� respectively� and

kXk �� f�max�XX�	g ��
kXkp �� fE�kXkp	g �p � p � ��

b�� Let x � fxk��	� k � �g be a random sequence pa

rameterized by � � ��� �	 � Denote

Lp���	 �

�
x � sup

	 � 	�� 	�

sup
k � �

kxk��	kp ��
�

���	

c�� Let F � fFk��	g be any �square	 matrix random
process parameterized by � � ��� �	� For any p � �� �� �
��� �	� de�ne

Sp���	 � fF � k
kY

j�i��

�I � �Fk��		kp �M��� ��	k�i�

� � � ��� �����k � i � �� for someM � � and� � ��� �	g
similarly�

S���	 � fF � k
kY

j�i��

�I � �E�Fk��	�	 k �M��� ��	k�i�

� � � ��� �����k � i � �� for someM � �� and� � ��� �	g
In what follows� it will be convenient to introduce the sets

Sp ��
�

	��	����

Sp���	� S �
�

�
	��	����

S���	� ���	

We may call these stability sets� They are related to the
stability of random equation ���	 and deterministic equa

tion ���	� respectively� For simplicity� we shall sometimes
suppress the parameter ��	 in Fk��	� when there is no risk
of confusion�

d�� For scalar random sequences a � �ak� k � �	� we set

S���	 �

fa � ak � ��� ��� E

nY
j�i��

��� aj	 �M�k�i�

�k � i � �� for some M � �g�
Also�

S� ��
�


�	����

S���	 ���	

e�� Let p � � and let x
�
� fxig be any random process�

Set

Mp �

�
x � k

m�nX
i�m��

xikp � Cpn
�
� � �n � ��m � ��

for some Cp depending only on p and x

�
�

As is known for example from ����� martingale di�erence
sequence� 
 and �
mixing sequences� and linear processes
�a process generated from a white noise source via a linear
�lter with absolutely summable impulse response	 are all
in the set Mp�

In particular� when fxig is a martingale di�erence se

quence� by the Burkholder inequality we have �p � �	

k
m�nX
i�m��

xikp � �Bpx
�
p	n

�
� � �n � ��m � � ���	

where x�p
�
� sup

k
kxkkp � and Bp is a constant depending

on p only �cf� ����	� �This fact will be frequently used in
the sequel without explanations	�

f�� Let fAkg be a matrix sequence� bk � �� �k � ��
Then by Ak � O�bk	 we mean that there exists a constant
M �� such that

kAkk �Mbk � �k � ��

The constant M may be called the ordo
constant�
Throughout the sequel� the ordo
constant does not depend
on �� even if fAkg or fbkg does�

B� Assumptions

We will �rst show that given the exponential stability
of the homogenous part of ���	 and a certain weak depen

dence property of the adaptation gains� how the tracking
performance can be analyzed� then we present more de

tailed discussions on such properties�

In the sequel� unless otherwise stated� Fk denotes the


algebra generated by f�i� wi� vi��� i � kg� and fFkg is
de�ned in ���	�

To establish the general theorem� we need the following
assumptions�

�A��� �Exponential stability	 There are �� � ��� �	�
and p � � such that

fFkg � Sp���	
�
S���	

�A��� �Weak dependence	 There is a real number q � �
together with a bounded function �m��	 � �� with

lim
m��
���

�m��	 � �

�taking �rst m to in�nity and then � to zero	 such
that �m��k��� � ��� ���

kE�FkjFk�m��E�Fk�kq � �m��	

�A��� Li � Fi� �i � �� and there is �� � ��� �	 such
that

fLig � Lr���	� fFig � L�q���	�
with r � ��

� � �
p � �

�q 	��� and with p and q de�ned as

in �A�	 and �A�	�



�A
�� For all k � � we have

E�vkjFk� � �� E�wk��jFk� � E�wk��vkjFk� � �

E�v�k jFk� � Rv�k	� E�wk��w
�
k��� � Qw�k � �	

E�jvkjrjFk� �E�kwk��kr� �M �� ��k � �

for deterministic quantities Rv�k	� Qw�k � �	 and M �
where r is de�ned as in �A�	�

The key conditions are �A�	 and �A�	� In general� �A�	
can be guaranteed by a certain type of stochastic persis

tence of excitation condition� which is studied in the com

panion paper ��� while �A�	 can be guaranteed by impos

ing a certain weak dependence condition on the regressor
f�ig� More detailed discussions will be given later� At the
moment� we just remark that if �A�	 and �A�	 hold for all
p � � and all q � �� then in �A�	 and �A�	� the number r
needs only to satisfy r � ��

C� The General Theorem

Now� recursively de�ne a matrix sequence f��kg as fol

lows�

��k�� � �I � �E�Fk�	��k�I � �E�Fk�	�

���Rv�k	E�LkL
�
k� � ��Qw�k � �	� ���	

where ��� � E�e��e��� �� and Rv�k	 and Qw�k� �	 are de�ned
in Assumption �A�	� Note that this de�nition is very close
to the de�nition of �k in ���	� We now have a result that
is the �mother
theorem� of Theorem ����

Theorem 
�� Let Assumptions �A�	
�A�	 hold� Let the

tracking error e�k be de�ned by ���	 �or ���		� and let ��k

de�ned by ���	� Then �� � ��� ���� �k � ��

kE�e�k��e��k���� ��k��k � c
��	�� �
��

�
� ��� ��	k �

where c � � and � � ��� �	 are constants and 
��	 is a
function that tends to zero as � tends to zero� It is de�ned
by


��	
�
� min

m � �
fp�m � �m��	g �

The proof is given in Appendix A�
Next� we show that under more conditions� the expres


sion for ��k in ���	 can be further simpli�ed�

Corollary 
��� Under the conditions of Theorem ���� if
Fk � Pk�k�

�
k with k�kk�t � O��	� kFkkt � O��	� for some

t � �� and if there are some function ���	� tending to zero
as � tends to zero� and some deterministic sequence fRkg
such that

kPk�Rkks � O����		 �k ��� � ��� ��� � s � ���t��	��

then we have ��� � ��� ���� �k � �	

kE�e�k��e��k�����k��k

� c�
��	 � ���	�

�
��

��

�
� ��� ��	k

	
���	

for some constants c � � and � � ��� �	� where �k is recur

sively de�ned by

�k�� � �I � �RkSk	�k�I � �RkSk	� �

��Rv�k	RkSkR
�
k � ��Qw�k � �	� ���	

with Sk � E��k�
�
k � and �� � ����

Proof� By Theorem ���� we need only to show that

k��k�� ��k��k � O



���	�� �

��

�
� ��� ��	k �

�
�

This can be derived by straightforward calculations based
on the equations for ��k and �k � and hence Corollary ���
is true�

Remark� If in Condition �A�	�

�m��	 � O ��m	 � ���		 � ���	 � min
m��

�
p
�m � �m	��

then 
��	 de�ned in Theorem ��� satis�es 
��	 � O����		�
This will be the case for RLS and KF algorithms in Theo

rem ���� as can be seen from section V�

The following result also follows directly from Theorem
����

Corollary 
��� If� in addition to the conditions of The

orem ���� Rv�k	 	 Rv� Qw�k	 	 Qw� and there are F� G�
and a function ���	� tending to zero as � tends to zero�
such that �� � ��� ����

kEFk � Fk� kE�LkL
�
k	�Gk � ���	� �k

then for some � � ��� �	 and for all � � ��� ��� � k � ��

E�e�k��e��k���

� � �O



�
��	 � ���	��� �

��

�
�

�
�O

�
��� ��	k


��	

where � satis�es the following Lyapunov equation�

F� � �F � � �RvG �
��

�
Qw� ���	

Now denote

Rv � Rv

Z �

�

e�FtGe�F
� t� Qw �

Z �

�

e�FtQwe
�F � t�

the solution to the Lyapunov equation ���	 can be ex

pressed as

� � �Rv �
��

�
Qw �

in which there is a reminiscence of the results obtained in
the simple example discussed in Section � �see� ��		�



D� Discussion on the Assumptions

Now� let us discuss the key assumptions �A�	 and �A�	�
First� assumption �A�	 has been studied in the compan


ion paper ���� and here we only give some results concerning
fFkg � S� which will be used shortly in the next section�

Proposition 
��� Let fGkg be a random matrix pro

cess� possibly dependent on �� with the property

EkGkk � ���	 � for all small � and all k ���	

where ���	 � � as �� ��
Then fFkg � S 
� fFk �Gkg � S�

Proof� Su�ciency� Recursively de�ne ��x � kxk � �	

xk�� � �I � �E�Fk �Gk�	xk � �k � m� xm � x�

Then

xk�� � �I � �E�Fk		xk � �E�Gk	xk

�
nY

i�m

�I � �E�Fi	�xm

�
nX

i�m

�

nY
j�i��

�I � �E�Fj	�E�Gi	xi

Consequently� similar to the proof of Theorem ��� in ����
by the Gronwall inequality we have

kxn��k � �M��� ��	n�m��

�
���� �

nX
i�m

nY
j�i��

�� � �EkGjk	  �EkGik
���

From this and the condition ���	� it is not di�cult to con

vince oneself that fFk �Gkg � S�

Necessity� by using the fact proved above� and noting
that Fk � �Fk � Gk	 �Gk� we know that fFkg � S� This
completes the proof�

"
The following useful result follows from Proposition ���

immediately�

Proposition 
��� Let Fk � PkHk and the following
conditions be satis�ed�

�i	� fHkg � Lt���	� �� � ��� �	� t � ��
�ii	� kPk � P kks � ���	�� �� � ��� ���� where�
���	 � � as � � �� s � �� � t��	��� and fP kg is
a deterministic process�

Then fFkg � S 
� fP kHkg � S�

Proof� The result follows directly from Proposition ����
if we note that

Fk � P kHk � �Pk � P k	Hk�

"
We now turn to discuss the weak dependence condition

�A�	�

Example 
�� Let f�ig satisfy ���	� and L�	 � Rd ��
Rd�d be a real matrix function with kL���k		kq � O��	�
for some � � q � �� Then we have the following inequality
�c�f�����	�

kE�L��k	jFk�m��EL��k	kq � O���m	���
�
q 	� �k �m

���	
Hence� if Fk � L��k	� then condition �A�	 holds�

Note that when f�kg satis�es condition P� in Section ��
we have by taking q � � in ���	

kE��k�
�
k jFk�m��E�k�

�
kk� � O��m		� ���	

This fact will be used in the next section in the proof of
Theorem ���� "
Example 
�� Let f�kg be generated by�

xk � Axk�� �B�k � �A stable	�
�k � Cxk � �k

where f�j � j � k � �g and fvj��� wj � j � kg are indepen

dent� and f�jg is an independent sequence� Assume that

sup
k

Ek�kk	b���q ��� for some b � �� q � ��

Then for any function L�	 � Rd �� Rd�d� with

kL�x	� L�x�	k �M�kxk� kx�k� �	bkx� x�k� �x� x��
there is a constant � � ��� �	 such that �cf�����	�m � ��k �
�

kE�L��k�m	jFk��EL��k�m	kq � O��m	

Hence� if Fk � L��k	� then again� condition �A�	 holds�
"

The following simple result will be useful in the sequel�

Proposition 
�� Let Fk � PkL��k	� and the following
two conditions hold�

�i	� There is a bounded deterministic matrix sequence
fP kg� and a function ���	 tending to zero as � tends to
zero� such that

kPk � P kks � ���	� �� � ��� ���� for some s � � 

�ii	� There is a number r � � such that kL��k	kr �
O��	� together with a function �m	 tending to � as m
tends to in�nity� such that

kE�L��k�m	jFk��EL��k�m	kq � �m	�

�k� �m� �q � �r�� � s��	��	�

Then condition �A�	 holds with �m��	 � O��m	����		�

Proof� The result follows directly from the following
identity�

E�Fk�mjFk��EFk�m

� ��Pk�m � P k�m	L��k�m	jFk�

�E �
�Pk�m � P k�m	L��k�m	

�
�P k�m fE�L��k�m	jFk��EL��k�m	g �

"



V� Analysis of the Basic Algorithms

In this section� we shall show that� for the basic LMS�
RLS and KF algorithms� conditions �A�	
�A�	 of the pre

vious section can be guaranteed by imposing some explicit
�stochastic excitation and weak dependence	 conditions on
the regressors f�kg� and at the same time prove Theorem
����

A� Analysis of LMS

For the LMS de�ned by ���	 
 ���	� let us introduce the
following two kinds of weak dependence conditions�

L��� Condition P� of Section � is satis�ed but with the
boundedness condition on f�kg relaxed to the following �
There exist positive constants �� ��M and K such that

E expf
nX

j�i��

�k�jk���g �M expfK�n� i	g �n � i � ��

L���� The random process Fk
�
� �k�

�
k has the following

expansion�

Fk �

�X
j��

AjZk�j �Dk �

�X
j��

kAjk ��

where fZkg is an independent process such that fZj � j �
k � �g and fvj��� wj � j � kg are independent and satis�es

sup
k
E expf�kZkk���g �� � for some � � � � � � ��

and where fDkg is a bounded deterministic process�

Theorem ���� Let Conditions P� and P� of Section �
be satis�ed� If either L�	 or L�#	 above holds� then Condi

tions �A�	
�A�	 of Theorem ��� hold �for all p � �� q � �	
and Theorem ��� is true for the LMS case�

Proof� First� in the LMS case� Conditions P� and L� �or
L�#	 ensure that Condition �A�	 of Theorem ��� holds for
all p � � �cf� ���� Theorem ���	� Next� when L�	 holds� by
Example ��� we know that Condition �A�	 is true for all q �
�� Also� when L�#	 holds� by the assumed independency we
have for all q � ��

kE�FkjFk�m��EFkkq � k
�X

j�m

�AjZk�j �EAjZk�j �kq

� O�
�X

j�m

kAjk	 � �m � ��

Hence �A�	 holds again for all q � ��

Moreover� Conditions �A�	 and �A�	 hold obviously in
the present case� Finally� by ��� the result of Theorem
����in the LMS case	 follows directly from Theorem ����
This completes the proof�

B� Analysis of RLS

For the RLS algorithm de�ned by ���	� ���	 and ���	�
let us introduce the following two kinds of excitation con

ditions�

R��� There exist constants h � �� c � �� � � � such that

P

�
�min�

k�hX
i�k��

�i�
�
i 	 � cjFk

�
� � � �k

R���� There exists h � � such that

sup
k
E

�
�min�

k�hX
i�k��

�i�
�
i 	�

��t
�� � �t � ��

The following weak dependence condition will also be
used�

R��� There exists a number t � � such that k�kk�t �
O��	� and that

kE��k�
�
k jFk�m��E�k�

�
kk�t � �m	 � �k �m

where �m	 � � as m���

Remark ���� Detailed discussions and investigations on
the above �rst two conditions can be found in ���� and �����
It has been shown in ���� that if Condition P� and ���	 in
Section � hold� then R�	 is true Also� if f�kg is generated
by a linear state space model as in Example ���� then R�#	
can be veri�ed �cf�����	� Moreover� Condition R�	 has been
discussed in the last section�

Theorem ���� Let Conditions R� � or R�#	 and R�
above be satis�ed� Then Conditions �A�	
�A�	 of Theorem
��� hold �for any p � �t� q � t	 and Theorem ��� is true for
the RLS case�

Proof� First� note that

kY
j�i��

�I � �Fj	 � ��� �	k�iPk��P
��
i��� �k � i� ���	

and

P��k � ��� �	P��k�� � ��k�
�
k � ���	

From this and condition R� it follows that

kP��k k�t � O��	� �� � ��� �	� ���	

Also� by Theorem � in ����� there is �� � ��� �	 such that

fPkg � Ls���	 � �s � � ���	

Combining ���	� ���	� ���	� we get

fFkg � Sp� �p � �t� ���	



Now� de�ne �P � � P�	

P
��
k � ��� �	P

��
k�� � �E��k�

�
k	� ��	

Since either R� or R�# implies P� in Section � �cf�����	� by
a similar �actually simpler	 argument as that used for the
proof of ���	 we know that kP kk � O��	� We next prove
that

kP��k � P
��
k k�t � O����		� ���	 � min

m��
fp�m� �m	g�

���	
First� by ���	 and ��	

P��k � P
��
k � �

kX
i��

��� �	k�i��i�
�
i �E�i�

�
i � ���	

For any �xed m � �� by denoting

�j�i	 � E��i�
�
i jFi�j ��E��i�

�
i jFi�j��� � � � j � m��

we have

�i�
�
i �E�i�

�
i

�

m��X
j��

�j�i	 � fE��i�
�
i jFi�m��E��i�

�
i �g ���	

Now� since for each j� the sequence f�j�i	� i � �g is a mar

tingale di�erence� we can apply Lemma A�� in the Ap

pendix to each such f�j�i	� i � �g to obtain

�k
kX
i��

��� �	k�i
m��X
j��

�j�i	k�t � O�
p
�m	 ���	

Also� by our assumption

�k
kX

i��

��� �	k�ifE��i�
�
i jFi�m��E��i�

�
i �gk�t � �m	

��	
Hence� ���	 follows from ���	
��	 immediately�

Similar to the proof of ���	� it is evident that�
P k�k�

�
k

� � S� ��	

Now

kPk � P kk � kPkk  kP��k � P
��
k k  kP kk�

from this� ���	 and ���	 it follows that

kPk � P kks � O����		� �s � �t� �for small �	� ��	

Hence� by Proposition ��� and ��	� we know that fFkg �
S� This in conjunction with ���	 veri�es Condition �A�	�

Now� by ��	 and R� from Proposition ��� it is evident
that Condition �A�	 holds for any q � t�

To prove �A�	� �rst note that for any q � t� ���	 implies

fFkg � L�q���	� for some �� � ��

So we need only to prove that

fLig � Lr���	� for r � �
�

�
� �

�t
� �

�t
	�� �

�t

t� �
�

This is true since by ���	 and k�kk�t � O��	�

fLig � fPi�ig � Lr���	� �r � �t�

and since �t � �t
t� � � Hence �A�	 holds�

Thus� by taking t � � in the above argument� we see
that Conditions �A�	 and �A�	 hold for all p � � and all
q � �� Hence Theorem ��� can be applied to prove Theorem
��� for the RLS case� while the expression for �k will follow
from Corollary ��� if we can prove that

kPk �Rkks � O����		 � s �
t

t� �
��	

where Pk and Rk are respectively de�ned by ���	 and ���	�
Furthermore� by ��	� it is clear that ��	 will be true if

kRk � P kk � O����		

holds� However� this can be veri�ed by using the de�ni

tions for Rk and P k �see Appendix B	� Hence the proof is
complete�

C� Analysis of the KF algorithm

Among the three basic algorithms described in Section
�� the KF algorithm de�ned by ���	� ���	 and ���	 is the
most complicated one to analyze� Let us now introduce the
following two conditions on stochastic excitation and weak
dependence�
K��� There are constants h � � and � � ��� �	 �inde


pendent of �	 such that�
�k

� � bkh��

�
� S���	�

where S���	 is de�ned by ���	� and �k and bk are de�ned
as follows� �Gk is as before the sigma
algebra generated by
f�i� i � kg�	

�k
�
� �min

���E

�� �

� � h

	k���hX
i�kh��

�i�
�
i

� � k�ik� jGkh

��
��� �

bk � ��� �	bk�� � ��k�kk� � �	 � � � ��� �	

K��� There exists a number t � � together with a func

tion �m	 � � � as m��	 such that k�kk�t � O��	� and
that

kE��k�
�
k jFk�m��E�k�

�
kkt � �m	 �k �m�

Remark ���� If Conditions P� and P� of Section � are
satis�ed� then both K�	 and K�	 above hold �cf�����	 When
P� is replaced by� for example� the situation discussed in
Example ���� then again� both K�	 and K�	 can be veri�ed
�cf� ���	�



Theorem ���� Let Conditions K� and K� above be
satis�ed� Then Conditions �A�	
�A�	 of Theorem ��� hold

�for any p � �t� q � �t
� 	 and Theorem ��� is true for the

KF case�

The proof is prefaced by several lemmas� First� we need
some results proved in the companion paper ����� Theo

rem ��� Lemmas ��� and ���	� which are collected into the
following lemma for convenience of reference�
Lemma ���� For the KF algorithm de�ned by ���	� ���	

and ���	� let Condition K�	 be satis�ed� and k�kk�t � O��	

for some t � �
�� Then

�i	 fPkg � Ls���	� ��� � ��� �	��s � �

�ii	 fP��k g � L�t���	� ��� � ��� �	

�iii	 fFkg � Sp � �p � �t�

In order to apply Proposition ���� our main objective
is then to show that fPkg can be �approximated� by a
deterministic process fP kg de�ned by

P k �
h
P
��
k�� � �R��E��k�

�
k	
i��

� �Q� ��	

P � � P��

First� by a similar �actually simpli�ed	 argument as that
for Lemma ��� the following lemma can be established
�details are not repeated	�

Lemma ���� Assume that k�kk� � O��	� and that
there is an integer h � � such that

inf
k

�min

�
k�hX
i�k��

E��i�
�
i 	

�
� �� �	

Then the following three properties hold�
�i	� kP kk � O��	� �� � ��� �	�

�ii	� kP��k k � O��	� �� � ��� �	�
�iii	� f�P k � �Q	R���k�

�
kg � S���	� ��� � ��� �	�

The last assertion �iii	 above corresponds to that in

Lemma ��� because by ���	
���	� Fk
�
� Lk�

�
k can be

rewritten as

Fk � �Pk � �Q	R���k�
�
k ��	

To be able to estimate the �distance� between Pk and
P k� we need some auxiliary results�

De�ne �k � i

$�k � �� i	 � �I � �Fk	$�k� i	� $�i� i	 � I� ��	

%�k � �� i	 � �I � �F k	%�k� i	� %�i� i	 � I� ��	

where F k
�
� �P k � �Q	R��E��k�

�
k	�

Lemma ���� Let fekg � Mr� r � ��

fF ig � S���	� sup
k � i � �

k$�k� i	kq � O��	� �� � ��� ����

fFig � Lt���	
Then for s

�
� �r�� � q�� � t��	���

k
kX
i��

$�k��� i��	ei%
� �k��� i��	ks � O���

�
� 	� �� � ��� ����

The proof is essentially the same as that for Lemma A�� in
the Appendix� and hence details are not repeated�

Lemma ��
� Let Condition K�	 hold� and k�kk�t �

O��	� t � �� If fekg � Mr� then for s � �r�� � �
�t 	

���

k
kX
i��

$�k��� i��	ei%
� �k��� i��	ks � O���

�
� 	� for small��

Proof� We need only to verify the conditions of Lemma
��� First of all� K�	 implies f�kg � S���	� � � ��� �	� So
by Theorem ��� in ���

inf
k

�min

���
	k���h�X
i�kh���

E�i

��� � �� for some h� � ��

which implies that there exists h� � �� such that

inf
k

�min

���
	k���h�X
i�kh���

E

�
�i�

�
i

� � k�ik�
	��� � ��

hence� we have

inf
k

�min

���
	k���h�X
i�kh���

E ��i�
�
i �

��� � ��

Therefore� �	 is true and Lemma �� is applicable�
Now� by Theorem ��� in ����

k$�k� i	k � fkPkk  kP��i kg ��

So� by Lemma ���

sup
k � i � �

k$�k� i	kq � O��	� �q � �t� ��	

Moreover� by ��	 and Lemma ���i	

fFig � Lp���	� �p � �t� ���	

Now� by ��	� ���	 and Lemma ���iii	� it follows from
Lemma �� that the desired result is true�

"

Lemma ��� Let fPkg and fP kg be respectively de�ned
by ���	 and ��	� Then

Pk � P k � �I � �Fk	�Pk�� � P k��	�I � �F k	�

��R���Pk � �Q	�E��k�
�
k	� �k�

�
k ��P k � �Q	



where Fk is de�ned by ��	 and F k is de�ned as in ��	�

Proof� Denote

Qk
�
� �P��k�� � �R���k�

�
k �

Qk
�
� �P

��
k�� � �R��E��k�

�
k	��

Then by ���	 and ��	�

Pk � P k � Q��k �Q
��
k � Q��k �Qk �Qk�Q

��
k

� Q��k

n
P
��
k�� � P��k�� � �R���E��k�

�
k	� �k�

�
k �
o
Q
��
k

� Q��k P��k���Pk�� � P k��	P
��
k��Q

��
k

��R��Q��k �E��k�
�
k	� �k�

�
k�Q

��
k � ���	

But� it is not di�cult to verify that �via the matrix inverse
formula	�

Q��k P��k�� � I � �Fk

and
P
��
k��Q

��
k � I � �F

�
k

Hence� the desired result follows from ���	 directly�

Lemma ��� Let Conditions K�	 and K�	 be satis�ed�
Then

kPk � P kks � O����		� �s � �t



holds for all small �� where ���	 � min
m � �

fp�m��m	g�

Proof� Set

Hk � R���Pk � �Q	

Xk � ��k�
�
k	�P k � �Q	

Then by ��	� ��	 and Lemma � we have ��k � ���m �
�	�

Pk � P k

� �

kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	Hi�EXi �Xi�%
� �k � �� i� �	

� �

kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	�Hi�m

��Hi �Hi�m	��EXi �Xi�%
� �k � �� i� �	� ���	

Note that by ���	� �i � �� �m � ��

Hi � Hi�m � R���Pi � Pi�m	

� �R��
iX

k�i�m��

�
� Pk���k�

�
kPk��

R � ���kPk���k
�Q

	
� ���	

From this and Lemma ���i	� we have �m � �

kHi �Hi�mkp � O��m	� �p � �t� � � ��� �	� ���	

Hence� by Lemma ���iii	� ��	 and the H&older inequality�

for any s � �t


k
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	�Hi �Hi�m	

� �EXi �Xi�%
� �k � �� i� �	ks

� O

�
�m

kX
i��

��� ��		k�i�

�
� �for some � � ��� �		

� O�m	� �m � �� ��	

Now� consider the following decomposition �

Xi �EXi �
m��X
j��

�j�i	 � fE�XijGi�m��EXig � ���	

�j�i	
�
� E�XijGi�j ��E�XijGi�j���� � � j � m� �

Gi � 
f�s� s � ig

and note that fHi�m�j�i	� Gi�j � i � �g is a martingale
di�erence for each � � j � m� �� and that

sup
i� j

kHi�m�j�i	kp � O��	� �p � �t� � � j � m� ��

then by Lemma �� we have for small � � � and for s � �t
 �

m��X
j��

k
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	�Hi�m�j�i	�%
� �k � �� i� �	ks

� O���
�
�m	 ���	

Next� by Condition K�	� ��	 and Lemma ���iii	� it fol


lows that for any s � �t
 �

k
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	Hi�m fE�XijGi�m��EXig

�%� �k � �� i� �	ks � O
�
����m	


� ���	

Finally� substituting ��	
 ���	 into ���	 we see that for
small � and any m � �

kPk � P kks � O�
p
�m � �m		� �s � �t


�

Hence Lemma �� is true� "

Proof of Theorem ���� First� we prove Condition �A�	�
By Lemma ��� Lemma ���iii	 and ��	 from Proposition
��� we know that fFkg � S� Consequently� by Lemma ���
we have

fFkg � Sp
�
S� �p � �t� ���	

which veri�es condition �A�	�
Next� by Proposition ��� and Lemma ��� it can be seen

that �A�	 holds for any q � �t
� �



Finally� to verify Condition �A�	� we note that by Lemma
���i	�

fLig � Lr���	� �r � �t� �� � ��� �	�

and

fFig � L�q���	� �q � �t

�
� �� � ��� �	�

But ��
� � �

�t � �
�  �

t 	�� � �t� hence condition �A�	 is also
true�

Thus� Theorem ��� can be applied to prove Theorem ���
�by taking t � �	� while the expresion for �t�� will follow
from Corollary ��� if we can show that

kPkR�� �Rkks � O����		 ��s � �t


�

However� this follows directly from Lemma �� since it can
be veri�ed �See Appendix B	 that

kRk � P kR
��k � O��	�

This completes the proof of Theorem ���

VI� Conclusions

We have in this article presented a number of results� by
which the true covariance matrix of the parameter tracking
error can be approximated by a matrix that can be com

puted by a much simpler equation� As mentioned above�
there is a considerable literature on this problem� We may
point to the following aspects of how the results of this
paper extends and contains earlier ones�
	 The approximation in Therems ��� and ��� is explicit�

It involves the true error covariance matrix and the ap

proximating one� The result is not asymptotic� �How

ever it is of interest only for small gains ��	 It is appli

cable both during the transient and over in�nite time
horisons�

	 We have treated the whole family of the most com

monly used tracking algorithms in one general result
�Theorem ���	�

	 This includes what appears to be the �rst formal treat

ment of the Kalman Filter as a tracking algorithm in
this respect�

	 For the LMS case� the regressors are not assumed to
be bounded �Theorem ��	�

	 For the RLS case� the Riccati equation for calculating
�k is simpler than those earlier used �See ���	�	

	 We have also� in Theorem ��� given a general result on
the tracking error under quite weak assumptions� To

gether with the results of Section V� this may serve as
a tool kit for building specialized results for particular
algorithms�

The basic result is quite easy to understand� and its
practical implications for dealing with the key features of
tracking algorithms are quite important� The basis for the
important compromise between tracking ability and noise
sensitivity lies in these expressions� Nevertheless� the anal

ysis and the proof of the result turn out to be surprisingly
technically complicated�

Appendix A� Proof of Theorem ���

We �rst prove several lemmas�
Lemma A�� Let � � ��� �	 be a constant� Then �� �

��� �	

�i	 sup
k��

��� ��	k
p
k � O���

�
� 	

�ii	

�X
k��

��� ��	kk � O����	

�iii	

�X
k��

��� ��	k
p
k � O���

�
� 	

where the �O� constant depends only on ��

Proof� Denote � � e�� � �� then we have

��� ��	k � �k	 � �� � ��� �	�

Now� note that sup
x��

�x
p
x � �� then replace x by k�

gives assertion �i	� To prove �ii	� observe that

�X
k��

�k	k �
�

��
�

�X
k��

�

log�
�k		

�
�

log�

�

��
�

�

�� �	
	 � �

�� log�	�
�

��

Hence �ii	 is also true� Finally� �iii	 follows from �ii	 via
Schwarz inequality�

Now� de�ne

$�k � �� i	 � �I � �Fk	$�k� i	� $�i� i	 � I� �k � i � ��

Lemma A�� Let fekg � Mr� r � �� and fFkg �
Sp���	

TLt���	� p � �� t � �� �� � ��� �	� Then for

s
�
� �r�� � p�� � t��	���

k
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	eiks � O���
�
� 	� �� � ��� ����

Proof� Set S�k� i	 �

kX
j�i

ej � then by summation by parts�

kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	ei

�
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	�S�k� i	� S�k� i� �	�

� $�k � �� �	S�k� �	

�

kX
i��

�$�k � �� i� �	� $�k � �� i	�S�k� i	

� $�k � �� �	S�k� �	 � �
kX
i��

$�k � �� i� �	FiS�k� i	



So by the H&older inequality and Lemma A���

k
kX

i��

$�k � �� i� �	eiks

� k$�k � �� �	kp  kS�k� �	kr

��

kX
i��

k$�k � �� i� �	kp  kFikt  kS�k� i	kr� �A��	

� O
 

��� ���k
p
k
!

�O

�
�

kX
i��

��� ��	k�i
p
k � i

�
� O

 
��

�
�

!
� O

 
��

�
�

!
� O���

�
� 	� �� � ��� ����

"
Note that by ���	�

e�k�� � $�k��� �	e����
kX
i��

$�k��� i��	���Livi��wi����

Applying Lemma A�� we immediately have

Lemma A�� Let fLivig � Mr� fwig � Mr� fFkg �
Sp���	

TLt���	� r � �� p � �� t � �� �� � ��� �	� Then

for s
�
� �r�� � p�� � t��	��� and �� � ��� ����

ke�k��ks � O


p
��

�p
�

� ��� ��	k
�

holds for all k � � � where � � ��� �	 is a constant�
"

Now� let us introduce a new sequence f�kg�
�k�� � �I � �E�Fk�	�k � �Lkvk � �wk��� �A��	

�� � e��
Similar to the proof above� we have

Lemma A�
 Let fLivig � Mr� fwig � Mr� r � ��
fFig � S���	� �� � ��� �	� Then

k�k��kr � O


p
� �

�p
�

� ��� ��	k
�
� �� � ��� ����

where � � ��� �	 is a constant �without loss of generality�
it may be taken as the same as that in Lemma A��	� "

Proof of Theorem 
��� By �A��	 and Condition �A�	
it is evident that

��k�� � E��k���
�

k���� �k � ��

Hence by Schwarz inequality�

kE�e�k��e��k���� ��k��k
� kE�e�k��e��k�� � �k���

�

k���k
� kE��e�k�� � �k��	e��k�� � �k���e��k�� � �

�

k��	�k
� ke�k�� � �k��k�  �ke�k��k� � k�k��k��� �A��	

Denote

�k��	 �
p
��

�p
�

� ��� ��	k � �A��	

By Lemmas A�� and A��� we know that

ke�k��k� � k�k��k� � O��k��		� �A�	

So we need only to consider the �rst term on the RHS of
�A��	�

By ���	 and �A��	� it is seen that

e�k�� � �k�� � �I � �E�Fk�	�e�k � �k	 � ��E�Fk �� Fk	e�k�
De�ne

%�k � �� i	 � �I � �E�Fk �	%�k� i	� %�i� i	 � I� �k � i�

Then we have ��k � �	�

e�k�� � �k�� � �

kX
i��

%�k � �� i� �	�E�Fi�� Fi	e�i
� �

m��X
i��

%�k � �� i� �	�E�Fi�� Fi	e�i
��

kX
i�m

%�k � �� i� �	�E�Fi�� Fi	

�fe�i�m � �e�i � e�i�m	g �A��	

where m � m��	 which is de�ned by

m��	 � argminm���
p
�m � �m��	� � �A��	

Note that

p
�m��	 � p�m��	 � �m��	� �	 � p� � ��� �	

which implies that

m��	 � � �
��� �	p

�
� cp

�
� �� � ��� �	

for some constant c � �� Consequently� for any � � ��� �	�

��� ��	�m		� � ��� ��	
�cp
� � �� as �� ��

hence �� � ��	�m		�� � � ��� �	� is a bounded function for
any � � ��� �	 � In the sequel� we will frequently use this
fact without explanations� and will also drop the variable
� in m��	 in what follows�

Now� denote

s �



�

r
�

�

p
�

�

�q

���
�A��	

Then by �A��	� Lemma A�� and conditions �A�	
�A�	 we
have �� � ��� ����

ke�k��ks � O��k��			� �A��	



Note that the number s de�ned by �A��	 satis�es �s�� �
��q	����� � �� we have by �A��	�

�k
m��X
i��

%�k � �� i� �	�E�Fi�� Fi	e�ik� � O��m�k��		

�A���	
So� we need only to consider the last term in �A��	 for

k � m�
Note that by ���	� �i � m�

e�i � e�i�m �

i��X
j�i�m

���Fje�j � �Ljvj � �wj��� �A���	

So by denoting

u �



�

s
�

�

�q

���
�A���	

and applying the H&older inequality to �A���	 and by noting
that f��Ljvj � �wj��g � Mr � Mu� we have for any
i � m�

ke�i � e�i�mku
�

i��X
j�i�m

�kFjk�q  ke�jks � k
i��X

j�i�m

���Ljvj � �wj��	ku

� O

"# i��X
j�i�m

��j��	

$A �O
�p

m��� ��


� O


p
�m�

p
� �

�p
�

�

�
�O��m��� ��	i�m	� �A���	

for � � ��� ����
By �A��	 and �A���	 and the de�nition of r in Condition

�A�	� it is readily veri�ed that �
� � �

�q � �
u � Hence� by

�A���	 and Condition �A�	 we obtain ��k � m	�

�k
kX

i�m

%�k � �� i� �	�E�Fi�� Fi	�e�i � e�i�m	k�

� �

kX
i�m

k%�k � �� i� �	k  kE�Fi�� Fik�q  ke�i � e�i�mku
� O


p
�m�

p
��

�p
�

�

�
�O

�
��m�k �m	��� ��	k�m


� O


p
�m�

p
��

�p
�

�

�
�O



��m sup

k��
fk��� ��	kg

�
� O


p
�m�

p
��

�p
�

�

�
�A���	

where for the last relationship we have used Lemma A���i	�
Now� set for j � �� i � m�

�j�i	
�
� E�FijFi�j ��E�FijFi�j����

Then �i � m

Fi �EFi �

m��X
j��

�j�i	 �E�FijFi�m��EFi� �A��	

For any �xed � � j � m��� denote ei � �j�i	e�i�m� then it
is obvious that fei� Fi�j � i � mg is a martingale di�erence

sequence and that by �A��	 and the fact that �
� � �

�q � �
s �

keik� � �kFik�q  ke�i�mks � O ��i�m��		 � i � m�

Consequently� denote S�k� i	
�
�

kX
j�i

ej � we have for any k �

i � m�

kS�k� i	k� � f
kX
j�i

Ee�jg
�
�

� O


p
k � i� ��

p
� �

�p
�

	 � ��� ��	i�m�
��
�

�
Hence similar to �A��	 we have by �A��	 and Lemma A��

�k
kX

i�m

%�k � �� i� �	

m��X
j��

�j�i	e�i�mk�
� �

m��X
j��

k
kX

i�m

%�k � �� i� �	eik�

� �
m��X
j��

k%�k � ��m� �	k  kS�k�m	k�

���
m��X
j��

kX
i�m��

k%�k � �� i� �	k  kEFik  kS�k� i	k�

� O



�m�

p
��

�p
�

	
n

��� ��	k�m
p
k �m

��
kX

i�m��

��� ��	k�i
p
k � i

��
�O�

p
�m��� �

�
�	k�m	

� O
 p

�m�k�
�

�
	
!
� �k � m� �A���	

Note that by �A��	 and the de�nition of r in Condition

�A�	� we have �
� � �

q � �
s � Hence by �A��	 and Condition

A��

�k
kX

i�m

%�k � �� i� �	fE�FijFi�m��EFige�i�mk�
� �

kX
i�m

k%�k � �� i� �	k  kE�FijFi�m��EFikq  ke�i�mks
� O

 
�m��	�k�

�

�
	
!
� �A���	

for any � � ��� ���
Combining �A���	 with �A���	 and noting �A��	� we see

that

�k
kX

i��

%�k � �� i� �	�Fi �E�Fi	�e�i�mk�
� O

 
�
p
�m� �m��	��k�

�

�
	
!
�



this in conjunction with �A���	 and �A���	 yields

ke�k�� � �k��k�
� O

 
�
p
�m� �m��	��k�

�

�
	
!

� O
 

��	�k�

�

�
	
!

Finally� substituting this and �A�	 into �A��	� we obtain
�� � ��� ����

kE�e�k��e��k���� ��k��k � O
 

��	��k�

�

�
	��
!

�A���	

Finally� substituting �A��	 into �A���	 we see that Theorem
��� is true�

Appendix B� Analysis of the Riccati Equations
���� and ��	�

Lemma B��� Let Condition P�	 of Section � be satis�ed
and fSkg be bounded� Then the following two assertions
hold�

�i	 For fRkg recursively de�ned by ���	 �with R� � P� �
�	� we have for all small � � �

kRk � P kk � O��	� �k

where fP kg is de�ned recursively by ��	�
�ii	 If fRkg is de�ned by ��	 �with R� � P�R

��	 and
fP kg is de�ned by ��		� then for all small � � ��

kRk � P kR
��k � O��	� �k�

Proof� �i	 We �rst show that for all m � � and small
� � ��

Rmh � �� tr�Rmh	 � �dh��� � tr�R�	� �B��	

where � and h are de�ned in P�	� and d � dim��k	�
Let �B��	 hold for some m � �� we proceed to prove that

�B��	 also holds with m replaced by m � �� By ���	� we
know that Rk � �� � �	Rk��� and that

Rk � R
���
k����� � �	I � �R

���
k��SkR

���
k���R

���
k���

Consequently� it is easy to see that for all suitably small
� � �

Rk � �� �k � �mh� �m� �	h�� �B��	

Now� iterating ���	 we see that R	m���h can be repre

sented by fRmh� Sk�mh� � � k � �m � �	hg as follows�

R	m���h � �� � �h	Rmh � �

	m���hX
k�mh��

RmhSkRmh � ��Bm

�B��	
where kBmk � B and B depends only on h and the upper
bound of tr�Rmh	 in �B��	�

Let us denote rm
�
�tr�Rmh	� By the inequality tr�R�

mh	 �
d��r�m and the condition P�	 we get from �B��	 that

rm�� � �� � �h	rm � ��d��r�m � ��Bd� �B��	

Note that the function �� � �h	x � ��d��x� is positive

and increasing for x � ��� 	��	h�d�	� 	� Thus� if � is small
enough that

M
�
��dh��� � tr�R�	 �

�� � �h	d

���
�

Then by �B��	 and the assumption rm �M � we have

rm�� � �� � �h	M � ��d��M� � ��Bd�
� M �� � �h� ��d��M � ��BdM���
�M ��� �h� ��BdM���
�M� for small � � ��

Hence by induction� �B��	 is proved� Consequently� �B��	
holds for all m � ��

Furthermore� by �B��	 and the inequality

Rk � �� � �	Rk��

it is easy to see that fRkg is uniformly bounded with re

spect to small � � ��

Next� by the matrix inversion formula from ���	 we have

R��k �
R��k��
� � �

�
�

� � �
S
���
k �����	I��S���

k Rk��S
���
k ���S

���
k

Since fRkg is bounded� from this it is evident that fR��k g
is also bounded for small � � �� and that

R��k � ��� �	R��k�� � �Sk �O���	�

This in conjunction with ��	 gives

kR��k � P
��
k k � O��	�

Hence� by the boundedness of fRkg and fP kg �see�
Lemma ���i		� we get

kRk � P kk � kRk�P
��
k �R��k 	P kk � O��	�

This proves the �rst assertion of the lemma
�ii	 Similarly to the above analysis for ���	� by ��	 it

can be shown that fRkg is a positive de�nite sequence and
is uniformly bounded with respect to all small � � ��

Now� rewrite ��	 as

Rk � R
���
k���I � �R

���
k��SkR

���
k��	R

���
k�� � �QR��

We see that

�min�Rk	 � ��� �M	�min�Rk��	 � �R���min�Q	

where M
�
� sup

k
kR���

k��SkR
���
k��k� This implies that fR��k g is

also uniformly bounded with respect to all small � � ��
Note that ��	 may also be rewritten as

Rk � �I � �Rk��Sk	Rk���I � �Rk��Sk	�

��Rk��S
���
k �I � �S

���
k Rk��S

���
k 	S

���
k Rk�� � �QR��



Hence by applying Theorem ��� in ��� we know that
fRk��Skg � S� where S is de�ned by ���	� Furthermore�
by Proposition ��� we also know that fRk��Sk�O��	g � S�

Next� by the matrix inversion formula it can be veri�ed
that

Rk � �R��k�� � �Sk	�� � �R��Q�O���	�

Similarly to the proof of Lemma �� from this and ��	
we have

Rk � P kR
�� � �I � �Rk��Sk �O���	�

��Rk�� � P k��R
����I � �F

�
k	 �O���	 �B�	

where fF kg is de�ned as in Lemma �� Since both
fRk��Sk � O��	g and fF kg belong to S� by iterating the
above equation it is easy to see that the desired result holds�
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